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Andrew Pommier lives and works in Vancouver and is a graduate of the painting program

 at Ontario College of Art and Design. His artistic output runs the divide between commercial 

and gallery work. He has worked for a variety of skate and snowboard companies such as 

Toy Machine, Girl and Element Skateboards. He also works regularly with the Vancouver based

Kitsch skateboards and the China based Black Knight Skateboards. His paintings have been 

shown in galleries around the world. In late 2015 he was a featured artist at the Moments arts 

and cultural festival in Málaga, Spain.  2014 he mounted a solo show of oil paintings at 

Okazi Gallery in Berlin and previous to that he had a solo show in Tokyo at Diginner Gallery. 

He has been included in group shows at Los Angeles' This Gallery and Vancouver’s Equinox gallery.  

Recently he was featured in Juxtapoz magazine and Warp Japan magazine.
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Fort’s A/W 2016 palette was inspired by the natural jewel tones 
in the Arctic Tundra during the Fall season.  

The vastness of the Tundra is home to many micro marvels in a state of constant change, 
with many creatures calling it home.

In every collection Fort collaborates with a different artist and creates a print 
reflecting the themes and inspirations of the season. 
A/W 16 showcases the work of Andrew Pommier.

Andrew focuses on various Arctic birds bringing attention to their perseverance 
in continuing to adapt to the ever-changing elements in their environment.  
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Sarah Kawasaki
knot maker
+1 416 433 9909
sarah@fort-kids.com

Derrick Hodgson
creature wrangler
+1 416 994 1497
derrick@fort-kids.com

Daniela Bosco
path finder
set production | stylist | layout master
+1 416 567 1571
daniela@fort-kids.com

Hanne Whitfield
stick gatherer
+1 416 828 1983
hanne@fort-kids.com

Robin Waite
photographer
+1 416 702 9832
robincwaite@gmail.com

thank you: Daniela, Robin, Ramon, superstar models and their wranglers, 
Lynzee, Theresa, Natalie, Pommier, Artscape Youngplace, Cree the wonderdog.

It takes a village…

We are a lucky crew!

www.fort-kids.com

contact us
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